In the present paper, ab initio calculations at MP2/RHF level are performed with different basis sets 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d, p), and 6-311(d f ,p) to determine the potential energy functions, the kinetic parameters, and the dipole moment components as a function of the double methyl rotation in dimethylamine ͑DMA͒ and dimethylphosphine ͑DMP͒. From the potential energy and kinetic parameters, the torsional energy levels and torsional functions are determined, and from the dipole moment variations, the far infrared spectra are synthesized by calculating both the frequencies and the intensities. The results are in relatively good agreement with experimental spectra. Calculations confirm the assignments performed with the experimental potentials fitted with only five terms. The calculations, however, allow to reassign the observed band at 239.8 cm Ϫ1 in DMA and at 177.2 cm Ϫ1 in DMP to the superimposition of two different transitions: the 03→04 third sequence and an 10→11 vibrationally excited fundamental.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the far infrared patterns of dimethylamine 1 ͑DMA͒ and dimethylphosphine 2,3 ͑DMP͒ shows an unusual complexity since the two torsional modes aЈ and aЉ are active in infrared. Both sets of transitions lie in the same region of the spectrum giving rise to bc-hybrid and a-type bands. These bands show a prominent Q branch and their assignments require the comparative study of the Raman and FIR spectra. In DMA, furthermore, the bands due to the bending mode appear in the same region as those of two torsional overtones. In exchange, several torsional bands of vibrationally excited states of the CNC bending mode appear also in the same zone.
The torsional frequencies, structures and barriers of DMA 1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and DMP [2] [3] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] have been considered in many papers. In 1967, Fateley et al. 6 and Möller et al. 7 have first observed the torsional spectrum of DMA. They have found barrier heights of 1150 and 1266 cm
Ϫ1
. Later, in 1971, Wollrab et al. 9, 10 have obtained a barrier of 1126.2 cm Ϫ1 from microwave data. The most relevant analysis of the IR and Raman structures of DMA is due to Durig, Griffin, and Groner, 1 ͒. Finally, Consalvo et al. 15 have also considered the Raman spectra of DMA.
The most relevant experiments for DMP are due to Durig, Griffin, and Natter, 2 and Durig, Groner, and Li. 3 Durig et al. 2, 3 have evaluated a barrier height of 700.8 cm
from IR and Raman spectroscopies and of 811.0 cm Ϫ1 from MW data. This barrier shows also an intermediate value between those of methylphosphine 24 and trimethylphosphine. 23 Fully and partially optimized ab initio calculations can be applied to verify the assignment of IR and Raman spectra. This technique was first employed for a set of molecules showing the G 36 symmetry and two C 3v symmetrical rotors such as thioacetone, 25 acetone, 26 biacetyl, 27 dimethyl-ether, 28, 29 dimethyl-sulphide, 30 and butenes. 31 For that purpose, two and three dimension models were used. In the present paper, we applied the same technique to study the internal rotation in DMA and DMP, assuming that the torsional coordinates could be separated from those of the others vibration modes. The CNC ͑or CPC͒ bending and the hydrogen inversion modes, however, are expected to interact strongly with the two torsional modes in the amine or phosphine groups. The potential energy interactions are partially introduced in the geometry optimization. With this restriction, the two molecules can be classified according to the G 18 nonrigid group. [32] [33] [34] The minimal analytic expression [32] [33] [34] of the restricted torsional potentials of the G 18 molecules is a ten term symmetry adapted Fourier expansion. Experimental data, however, allows only the fitting of five term functions into the G 36 symmetry. The incidence of the remaining terms on the frequencies could be evaluated by performing ab initio calculations. In order to estimate these effects, the torsional levels were evaluated theoretically by using ten and seven termed expansions. For these purposes, different basis sets and approximations for the electronic correlation were resorted.
II. THEORY
By assuming the separability of large amplitude vibrations, the molecules of DMA and DMP may be described as a rigid C s frame and two C 3v symmetric tops. Thus, the two-dimensional structure may be classified according to the G 18 r-NRG group. At the lowest energy levels, where the tops undergo torsional oscillations, two vibrational normal modes, in which the torsion occurs in the same or opposite sense, may be defined. They can be classified into the aЈ and aЉ representations of the C s point group. Both modes are active in IR. Figure 1 shows the molecule of DMA, as well as the symmetry axis x, y, and z. The sense of the rotation of both methyl groups is defined clockwise.
The torsional Hamiltonian may be written as 
where the subgroups are defined as
and Ĉ 3 and Ŵ V are the rotation and double-switch-exchange operators, respectively. This last operation is defined by the expression: 
The intensities of each type of bands are determined into the electric dipole moment variation approximation. In this aim, the intensity equation adapted for a two symmetric top problem 36 is used:
In this expression, E f , E i , C f , C i , f , and i are the energies, populations, and torsional wave functions of the final and initial states, respectively. ͑ 1 , 2 ͒ is the dipole moment vector expressed as a function of the rotation angles. g is the nuclear statistical weight, R and B are the average rotation radius and kinetic parameter of a methyl group, and e the elemental electric charge. The electric dipole moment components z , y , and x with respect to the principle axis a, b, and c, have to be deduced from the ab initio calculations. It is easy to verify that these components transform according to the A 2 , A 1 , and A 1 representations of the G 18 group. In Table II , the selection rules obtained from the nonzero conditions of the transitions moments, are given. Because of the vectorial nature of the spin functions, the nuclear statistical weights for each symmetry coincide with those determined for the G 36 molecules. 26 Finally, the populations are given by a Boltzmann statistics.
III. CALCULATIONS
Fully optimized ab initio calculations were performed at the MP2/RHF level with the program GAUSSIAN 92. 37 Torsional energies, frequencies and intensities were determined with the program ROCA25 especially written for this paper. The potential energy functions were calculated by fitting the relative electronic energy values ͑with respect to the minima͒ of ten selected conformations to Eq. ͑2͒. In Table III , these relative electronic energies calculated with 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), and 6-311G(d f ,p) are given. The angles 1 ϭ0.0 y 2 ϭ0.0 correspond to the planar conformation in which two of the hydrogens are lying on the CNC ͑CPC͒ plane and pointing outward. The relative energies for these conformations were determined to be 33.588 cm Ϫ1 in DMA and 149.776 cm Table III shows also the effective barrier height ͑saddle-point͒ and the maxima of the surface, as well as the conformational angles of the minima. In Table IV , the expansion coefficients of the potential energy functions are given.
The minimum energy conformation of DMA shows torsion angles of 1 ϭ3.3°and 2 ϭϪ3.3°͓MP2/6-311G(d f ,p)͔. The wagging and bending coordinates at this equilibrium geometry were found to be equal to 55°and 111.6°, respectively. The C-H and N-H bond distances were found to be 1.449 and 1.012 Å. The minimum energy conformation of DMP possesses torsion angles of 1 ϭ10.8°and 2 ϭϪ10.8°. The bending and wagging angles of this structure were found to be 99.9°and 67°. The values for the C-P and P-H bond distances are equal to 1.84 and 1.41 Å. The separation be- FIR Raman tween the methyl hydrogen atoms appears to be larger in DMP than in DMA. The variations of the coordinates with the torsion are weaker in DMP than in DMA, since the steric interactions are smaller.
The kinetic parameters were determined for each conformation from the optimized geometries. For this purpose, the derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates with respect to the torsional coordinates were calculated numerically. In Table  V , the expansion coefficients of the kinetic functions, obtained by fitting the parameters for each structure to a symmetry adapted Fourier expansion, are given.
The torsional energy levels were determined by using six different potentials of G 36 and G 18 symmetries obtained by using three different basis set in the electronic calculations. The G 36 potential and the G 36 kinetic parameters were determined from the G 18 functions of Tables IV and V by dropping the nonsymmetric terms with respect to the exchange operator. An accurate variational calculation of the levels requires 37ϫ37 torsional basis functions. Thus, the Hamiltonian matrix factorizes in eight boxes of dimensions:
, and E 3 (2ϫ144). Boxes G, E 1 , and E 2 contain two pseudodegenerate and inseparable representations. Table VI shows the levels for both molecules obtained with four of these potentials and classified according to the vibrational quanta and the symmetry species of the G 36 and G 18 groups. In Tables VII, the calculated and observed band positions are given.
For the intensities, 36 the values of the dipole moment components, obtained for each conformation at the RHF/6-311(d f ,p) level, were retained and fitted to A 2 , A 1 , and A 1 symmetry adapted Fourier expansions. Intensities for the inseparable degenerate species were the sums of those of the separate allowed transitions. The G -G transitions were found to be the most intense because of the effect of the nuclear statistical weights. These intensities are given in Table VIII .
The rotational contours 38 of the bands were simulated from the expectation values of the A, B, and C rotational constants at the two first A 1 levels as well as at the first A 2 . Figures 2 and 3 show a plot of the calculated rotational structures corresponding to bc-hybrid and a-type bands. Both contours show a prominent Q branch. The Q branch of the hybrid structure is due from the c-type component.
IV. ASSIGNMENT AND DISCUSSION
Assignments of the Q branches have to be accomplished from the calculations and from the comparative analysis of the Raman and FIR spectra. [1] [2] [3] From the rotational band profiles in Figs. 2 and 3 , it is clear that the bc-hybrid and a-type bands have sharp Q branches. Transitions attached to the aЈ mode are active in Raman, whereas the aЉ transitions are nonactive. The pattern observed in the FIR spectrum of DMA between 235.0 and 256.3 cm Ϫ1 ͑see Fig. 4͒ is also visible in the Raman spectrum. Thus, it has to be assigned to the aЈ mode. Furthermore, bands observed between 202 and 220 cm Ϫ1 should be assigned to aЉ mode. In DMP spectrum ͑see Fig. 5͒ , four of the six recorded bands can be assigned to the aЈ mode. Calculations support this assignment.
The fundamental transitions present the strongest intensities ͑see Table VIII͒. They correspond to the sharpest bands of each symmetry. In DMA, the most prominent bands of each pattern were observed at 256.3 and 219.4 cm
Ϫ1
. They were predicted theoretically at 252.788 and 221.225 cm
into the MP2/6-311G(d f ,p) approximation. In DMP, the two bands were observed at 190.4 and 169.9 cm Ϫ1 and they were predicted at 188.087 and 165.918 cm Ϫ1 at the same level of approximation. The separation between the two fundamentals of DMA was observed and calculated to be 36.9 and 31.563 cm
, respectively. In DMP, 20.5 and 22.169 cm
. Divergences between the experimental and calculated values for the fundamental frequencies arise from the potential energy parameters rather than the kinetic parameters, since they were calculated accurately and are in agreement with the experimental data. [1] [2] [3] In DMA, one of the calculated fundamental's is overestimated and the other is underestimated. In consequence, divergences are related to the sin ϫsin gearing term rather than to the barrier. However, in DMP, the two fundamentals are slightly underestimated. The errors are due to the calculated barrier height which is underestimated even in the calculations with the largest basis set.
The torsional barriers of DMA and DMP were calculated to be 1201.2 and 745.0 cm Ϫ1 with MP2/6-31G(d f ,p). Recently, Durig et al. [1] [2] [3] and Wolrab et al. 9, 10 have calculated the barrier heights from MW and IR data. In both molecules, the barriers fitted from IR data were found to be approximately 100 cm Ϫ1 lower than those obtained from MW spectroscopy. 1 In DMA, 1,9,10 this difference comes from the average of the inversion splitting performed with the MW data. [1] [2] [3] 10 On the contrary, the error in DMP 2,3 derives from the geometry employed in the calculations of the kinetic energy parameters.
1,2 The improvements of the basis decrease the DMA barrier height ͑1201.2 cm Ϫ1 ͒, whereas they introduce only barrier fluctuations around 750 cm Ϫ1 in DMP. Anyway, the ab initio DMP barrier values remain always between those obtained from MW and IR spectroscopies, 2, 3 in particular, they are larger than the IR values given by Durig et al.
2 ͑700.8 and 733 cm Ϫ1 ͒. Barriers of DMA and DMP may be compared with those of dimethylether 29 ͑DME͒ and dimethyl-sulfide 30 ͑DMS͒. The barrier shape and origin of both types of molecules may be correlated. The sinϫsin gearing term in DMA shows a positive sign, as in DME. This term arises from the interactions between the bending and torsion modes. It is easy to verify, during the optimization procedure, that the bending angle of both molecules does open to evade the steric effects between the methyl hydrogens. In exchange, the N-C/P-C bond-length ratio is comparable to the O-C/S-C one. The nonbonding interactions may be thus expected to be small in DMP as in DMS. Smaller steric effects give rise to lower barriers and a negative or very small sinϫsin gearing term for DMP when compared with DMA. Figure 2 show the intensities derived from c-type bands of the bc-hybrid. Selection rules in Table II relate the c-type bands with the aЈ mode and the a-type with the aЉ mode. It can be inferred than relative intensities are well reproduced by this model. The ratio between c and a fundamental inten- for the aЈ mode and 165.918 and 165.776 cm Ϫ1 for aЉ. It can be deduced that the main diagonal of the potential surface ͑where 1 ϭ 2 ͒ related to the aЉ mode is well described in the calculations, whereas the secondary diagonal is not so well reproduced.
Durig et al. 1 have assigned the IR band of DMA at 239.8 cm Ϫ1 to the third sequence of the aЈ mode. This assignment have to be supported by the intensities. The observed intensity of this band, however, is unusually stronger than the second sequence one, whereas the calculated intensity is relatively weak. If one remarks that the calculated aЈ third sequence and the 10→11 ͑aЉ torsionally excited aЈ funda- , the band observed at 177.2 cm Ϫ1 contains in the same way the aЈ third sequence and the 10→11 transitions. The experimental relative intensities support also this assignment.
In the present paper, the ab initio calculations appear to be an useful tool to evaluate the effects of the extra potential energy ͑and kinetic͒ terms on the band locations. These terms change drastically the symmetry properties of the Hamiltonian operator. The energy levels of Tables IV and V are calculated from one G 36 and three G 18 different potential energy functions. It is shown that the effects on the energy levels are relatively small. Calculations confirm generally the assignments performed with the experimental potentials fitted with only five terms. The calculations, however, allow to reassign the observed band at 239.8 cm Ϫ1 in DMA and 177.2 cm Ϫ1 in DMP to the superimposition of two different transitions: the third sequence and a vibrationally excited fundamental. 
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